PATHS to Tutor Act: Social Media Toolkit

Thanks for helping us spread the word about the PATHS to Tutor Act! Here are some tips for success:

1. The PATHS to Tutor Act will be introduced on July 20, 2023. Once the bill is filed, we will let you know, and we encourage you to use sample tweets below or draft your own. Posting will generate valuable momentum and awareness with your network.

2. Supplement your post with any of the graphics in this folder.

3. Make sure to include the #PATHStoTutorAct hashtag in your tweet.

4. Tag friends and fellow supporters in your post and/or graphic:
   @deansforimpact @teachplus @EdTrust @AACTE @NationalGYO @AASAHQ @nrea1 @TNTP @NASBE @AESAnetwork @NewLeadersOrg @TeachForAmerica @cfchildren @NCTResidencies @NBCDI @COREInc @NIETteach @LearningAccel @InnovateEDUNYC @VALearns @EduTutorVA @corps_nj

Sample Tweets:

We’re proud to support the #PATHStoTutorAct, which would provide extra academic and social-emotional support to historically marginalized students while strengthening the country’s pipeline of future teachers. https://bit.ly/pathstotutoract

The #PATHStoTutorAct would provide targeted tutoring to PK12 students in under-resourced schools, directing resources to the students who need them the most. Learn more: https://bit.ly/pathstotutoract

The #PATHStoTutorAct will be a game-changer for #education! By providing structured tutoring opportunities, it ensures students in economically-disadvantaged communities receive targeted academic support, while strengthening the pipeline of future teachers. https://bit.ly/pathstotutoract
Let's empower the next generation of educators and provide critical support to students in need. The #PATHStoTutorAct eases the economic burden on aspiring teachers by allowing successful completion of a tutoring placement to qualify for national service educational awards.

The #PATHStoTutorAct aims to expand access to high-quality tutoring through a $500 million grant program. This initiative will bring together #edprep programs, #PK12 schools, and community organizations to provide essential academic support and boost learning acceleration. [https://bit.ly/pathstotutoract](https://bit.ly/pathstotutoract)
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